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TRANSITIONING QUALITY OF PROVISION 
THROUGH QUALITY LEARNER PROFILES

O’ SÍORÁIN, C. A. & SHEVLIN, M. (2019)



ACCOUNTABILITY

• Social value system 

• Value economics

• Economic competitiveness

• Quinn (2013)

• Conway and Murphy (2013)

Graduate lead profession

DIVERSITY

DIVERSITY

Salhberg raising 
student learning  2007

Domestic and Global Education Reform agenda



CURRENT DES INITIATIVES 

• Literacy and Numeracy

• Leading learning

• Inclusion

• Well-being

• ICT

• Supporting teacher learning



FINDINGS FROM 2 RESEARCH PROJECTS 

• Project Iris (Rose, Shevlin, Winters & O’Raw, 2015) 

• Example of teacher vulnerability 

• Mary a L/S teacher in a rural school in Ireland

• ‘Too many children… not supported enough… not working at their level...’

• ‘We haven’t had any whole staff training...

• Preparing teachers to work with pupils with SEN was absent! ‘if we think about the transitions between 
teachers, it’s a bit haphazard at the moment’

• RESULT: Vital pupil information is not transferred 

• What about whole-school/multidisciplinary input? ‘No its just me...and the class teacher...or if sometimes the 
parent comes

• IEPs lacked student voice 



2ND PROJECT 

• O’ Síoráin, C. A. (2018) 
• Complexity of disability within autism classrooms presented challenges to the identity of the 

teacher as a curriculum developer, many demonstrating technicist behaviours (programme driven 
as opposed to child focused)

• IEPs were available for all pupils, but lacked individual focus, while a framework was used to detail 
strengths and needs the quality of content was inadequate

• Cut and Paste issues, wrong name on and within the profile





REFLECTION

• A cacophony of voice is directed at teachers in special 
education roles (government policy makers, the 
inspectorate, unions, and advisors) and learner voice is 
lost.



THE ‘VULNERABLE’

• Florian & Black-Hawkins (2011) Bell-curve thinking = vulnerable learners.  

• Shevlin, Winters and Flynn (2013) teacher attitudes, 

• Knowing them, listening, attending, parental aspirations 

• The spaces and places of learners, and especially learners w/sen

• Relational space – Disability and Ableism

• Mobility or the lack of



REFRAMING INCLUSION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION



THE NEW MODEL

• A new model – baseline educational profile, before targeting additional resources to those 
‘with the greatest level of need’ (National Council for Special Education, 2014, p. 6

• Relies on the school’s professional capacity of knowledge, skills, and competencies and 
the disability approach to supports

• Florian and Pantic (2017) maintain that many of the proposed reforms to more inclusive 
approaches do not address the preparation of the teacher to work with the growing diverse 
needs of learners.  In fact, they argue that this lack of attention to teacher education limits 
and maintains the idea that ‘special qualifications’ are needed to work with different 
student/learner groups



CPD ALIGNMENT – AGENCY AND AUTONOMY

Want Need Purpose Design Operation

Ideological 
concepts

Craft

An Cosán TC (2016) promotes a relationship of collaboration, 
learning processes to include reflection



DEVELOPING AN INQUIRY STYLE TO CURRENT 
PRACTICE

Thank you for your attention.



“For the want of a nail the shoe was lost,
For the want of a shoe the horse was lost,
For the want of a horse the rider was lost,
For the want of a rider the battle was lost,
For the want of a battle the kingdom was 

lost,
And all for the want of a horseshoe-nail.”

― Benjamin Franklin


